After injection of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) into the commissural area in the border region between areas 17 and 18, the lateral part of area 19 and the lateral Suprasylvian area (LS) of cat's visual cortex, HRP-labeled neurons were distributed preferentially in layer III in each cortical region of the other hemisphere. Layer I was free from labeling in each cortical region.
Summary.
After injection of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) into the commissural area in the border region between areas 17 and 18, the lateral part of area 19 and the lateral Suprasylvian area (LS) of cat's visual cortex, HRP-labeled neurons were distributed preferentially in layer III in each cortical region of the other hemisphere. Layer I was free from labeling in each cortical region.
There were some areal differences in the distribution of labeled neurons in other layers.
In the area 17/18 border region, a significant population of labeled neurons was found in the upper layer IV. The labeling of neurons in deeper layers (V and VI) increased in area 19 and further in the LS. There was no great difference in the laminar distribution between neurons which appeared after HRP injections into the homotopical region and those after heterotopical injections on the other side.
The commissural area, 17/18 border region and the LS, contained in layer III a larger number of medium-sized to large neurons than acommissural area 17 on the splenial gyrus, where layer III was filled with densely packed small neurons.
The size distribution of layer III was unimodal with a marked skew towards the larger value in each cortical region.
About 50% of labeled neurons in layer III were distributed in a narrow range at the border of two categories of cell sizes, viz small and medium-sized to large. Among the labeled neurons in layer III, 34.2-47.1% had larger cell sizes. Some of the smallest neurons in layer III were also labeled, however, they appeared only after HRP injections into the homotopical region of the cerebral cortex on the opposite side.
Commissural connections of the cerebral cortex, particularly the visual, auditory and somatosensory cortices, show considerable regional changes in the distribution and density between and within each cortical area defined by cytoarchitectonic studies (see recent reviews by DOTY and NEGRAO, 1973; GAREY, 1979; SHOUMURA and KAWAMURA, 1980) . It is generally presumed that regional differences in the cytoarchitecture of the cerebral cortex reflect regional differences in the patterns of extrinsic connections (MOUNTCASTLE, 1978) .
Then, the major question concerned with the commissural fiber system is this: What sort of cytoarchitectonic variants in the cerebral cortex can be related to the regional changes in this fiber system? It was shown that in the cat's visual cortex commissural fibers are emitted largely from layer III and the topical changes in the distribution and density of commissural connections are closely paralleled by those of large and medium-sized pyramids of layer III (SHOUMURA, 1974) . On the basis of these observations, the large and medium-sized pyramids of layer III are believed to be the major group of cells in the origin of commissural fibers.
In a previous study (SHOUMURA, 1979) , this idea was examined by studing the laminar and size distributions of commissural-projecting neurons demonstrated by retrograde labeling with horseradish peroxidase (HRP; KRISTENSSON and OLSSON, 1971; LAVAIL, WINSTON and TISH, 1973) . The results demonstrated that the largest number of commissural-projecting neurons was distributed in layer III with a much smaller number in other layers.
The size distribution of commissural-projecting neurons of layer III indicated that they are distributed in a considerably wide range. However, the difference in the size distribution between commissural-projecting neurons of layer III and the general population of the layer was not examined. Furthermore, the differences in the laminar and size distributions between labeled neurons which appeared after HRP injections into the homotopical region and those which appeared after injections into the heterotopically located regions on the opposite hemisphere were not studied.
This report provides additional data to complete the previous work (SHOUMURA, 1979) concerning the above aspects. It is apparent that the threshold to visualize the deposit of reaction products at the sites of enzyme activity is one of the critical factors in histochemical studies.
Therefore, this study was performed by using the method of STREIT and REUBI (1977) which has been proved to be more sensitive (MESULAM and ROSENE, 1979) than that (GRAHAM and KARNOVSKY, 1966) used in the previous study (SHOUMURA, 1979) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In ten young adult cats (1.05-3.5kg), 50% horseradish peroxidase (HRP, Miles Laboratories) in 2% dimethylsulfoxide (KEEFER, 1978) was injected unilaterally into the commissural regions of the visual cortex through a microsylinge (Termo, After a post-injection period of 46-49hrs, the animals were perfused with 0.9% saline containing 0.1% EDTA-2Na followed by paraformaldehyde (1.5%) and glutaraldehyde (1.5%) mixture in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7.6). Perfusion was made retrogradely through the abdominal aorta and the inferior vena cava was cut. The 0. 1M phosphate buffer containing 30% sucrose, the brain was frozen and cut at 60 acid-ammonium acetate buffer (pH 5.1) containing 0.15% 3, 3' diaminobenzidine4HCl, 0.07% p-cresol and 0.003% hydrogen peroxide for 30-40min (STREIT and REUBI, 1977 In order to determine the sizes of labeled neurons of layer III, cell outline drawings of such cells in the section containing the largest number were made at a missural regions heterotopical to the injection site in the opposite hemisphere invariably contained a much smaller number of labeled neurons than did the homotopical region.
Therefore, in two examples (7811 and 7902) which received injections in area 19 and the lateral suprasylvian area, cell outline drawings were made of all labeled cells which appeared heterotopically in area 17 and 18 in 3 adjoining sections.
To compare the size distribution of labeled neurons and the general population of layer III, cell outline drawings were made of all nerve cells, no matter whether adult cat, cell outline drawings were made of neurons in a square described above to study the difference in the size distribution of neurons of layer III between commissural (area 17/18 boundary and the deep part of the lateral suprasylvian area in the fundus of the middle suprasylvian sulcus) and acommissural (area 17 on the splenial gyrus) regions.
The cell outline drawings were, then, photographed and printed on photo-papers at the same magnification with the original ones. Cell outlines were cut out and weighed.
The cross-sectional cell area was calculated by comparing the weight of each cell outline with that of control squares (HAMMAR, 1924; AASE and ROLAND, 1977; BIBER, KNEISLEY and LAVAIL, 1978) and the data were analyzed statistically.
RESULTS

Examples of HRP injections into areas 17 and 18
throughout the depth of the cortex in the medial part of the lateral gyrus where the boundary between areas 17 and 18 is located ( Fig. 1 a-d) , HRP positive cells appeared in the boundary between areas 17 and 18, the lateral part of area 19 and in the deep part of the lateral suprasylvian area (LS) in the fundus of the suprasylvian sulcus on the other side. The number of labeled neurons was, in each example, largest in the boundary between areas 17 and 18 (homotopical to injection sites); 72.5% of labeled neurons in 7813 and 79.0% in 7802 were found in this region and two other commissural regions (heterotopical to injection sites) contained a much smaller number of such cells (Fig. 5A ). Labeled cells of layer III showed some clustering at area 17/18 boundary and medially or laterally they were scattered sparsely. Occasional labeling was found in the depth of the suprasplenial sulcus (not illustrated) and in the lateral part of the lateral gyrus ( Fig. 1, 7813 ).
In each example the largest population of labeled neurons was identified in layer III in both homotopical and heterotopical commissural regions except that in 7813 layer VI of the LS contained a slightly larger number of labeled neurons than did layer III (Fig. 5A ). Layer IV of the boundary between areas 17 and 18 contained a considerable population of labeled neurons (11.4-16.3%).
However, the contribution Many labeled neurons were distributed in the lateral part of area 19 and deep part of LS ipsilateral to the injections.
The ratio of the number of labeled neurons in the ipsilateral area 19 to that in the same region on the other side was 9.4-9.7: 1, and the number of labeled neurons in the ipsilateral LS was 7.7-9.1 times as large as that in the contralateral LS (Fig. 5A ). The pattern of the laminar distribution of ipsilateral labeled neurons was comparable to that of contralateral ones except that ipsilateral layer II exhibited a substantial increase in the number of labeled cells.
Examples of HRP injections into area 19
In three examples HRP was injected into the medial part of the posterior suprasylvian gyrus where area 19 encroaches largely upon the exposed surface of the brain (OTSUKA and HASSLER, 1962; SANIDES and HOFFMAN, 1969; HEATH and JONES, 1971) .
the HRP spread at the injection site was so extensive that a large part of the convexity of the middle suprasylvian gyrus, the lateral wall of the postero-lateral gyrus and the depth of the splenial gyrus were involved.
In two other examples (7807, 0.1 was less extensive and areas 17 and 18 and most of the LS were free from HRP-filled glial cells, which seemed to be a useful sign of HRP diffusion (INNOCENTI, 1979) . Therefore, it seemed reasonable to consider that HRP positive neurons, at least, in areas 17 and 18 on the other side were labeled following uptake of the enzyme by their commissural fibers directed heterotopically to the area of strong HRP reaction around the injection site.
In these examples, labeled neurons were distributed in the boundary between areas 17 and 18, the lateral part of area 19, and in the deep part of the LS (Fig. 2) . The clustering of labeled neurons of layer III in area 19 was more apparent than in areas 17 and 18, but there was no clear gap between the clusters.
Again, the majority of labeled neurons in area 19 was located in layer III (75.7-80.4%).
The proportion of labeled neurons in layer IV (9.0-9.8%) was smaller than that in areas 17 and 18 (11.4-16.3%), but labeled cells in infragranular layers showed a moderate increase; 4.3-9.3% of such cells were found in layer V and 2.9-5.9% in layer VI (Fig. 5B) . The contribution of layer II to commissural projections was as small as the layer in areas 17 and 18.
Examples of HRP injections into the lateral suprasylvian area (LS)
In four examples which received injections into the LS, the needle attached to a microsylinge was advanced through the lateral wall of the middle suprasylvian gyrus track injured the lower layer V and VI, and the underlying white matter was also affected (Fig. 3 a-c) . The tissue immediately surrounding the needle track was strongly dark brown colored with HRP reaction products.
It is very probable that various fiber systems entering and leaving the middle suprasylvian gyrus were damaged by the needle and the enzyme was transported through the damaged axons the deep part of the convexity of the middle suprasylvian gyrus were colored with HRP reaction products, while the splenial, suprasplenial and lateral gyri were free from HRP-filled glial cells (Fig. 3d) slightly. However, it was believed that the enzyme was not taken up by fibers of passage because laminae A, Al and B (THUMA, 1928) of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus whose axons (optic radiations) run through the lateral part of the deep white matter (SHOUMURA, 1973) were completely free from labeling. It seems necessary to add here that neurons of lamina B, NIM and the interlaminar leaflet of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus were labeled following restricted injections into the LS (GILBERT and KELLY, 1975 ; SHOUMURA, unpublished observations), while other laminae (A and Al) were free from labeling.
The contralateral LS in these examples showed labeled neurons distributed throughout layers II-VI with the largest population in layer III as in other commissural regions (Fig. 5c ). Labeled neurons of layer III were distributed, again, in irregular clusters as in area 19. The LS differed from other commissural regions in that the number of labeled neurons in layers V and VI exceeded that in layer IV: 3.7-8.0% and 5.7-11.5% of labeled neurons were located in layers V and VI, respec- tively, while layer IV contained only 1.4-4.1% of such cells. A similar pattern of the laminar distribution was noted also in labeled neurons of the LS which appeared after injections into the heterotopical areas 17, 18 and 19 on the other side (Fig. 5A,  B ). In addition, labeled neurons were also identified heterotopically in areas 17, 18 and 19 contralateral to injections, and layer III contained the largest number (Fig. 5C). the LS, the needle track affected the outer layers of LS. Layers I-III and II-IV were damaged in 7810 and 7903 respectively but, at least, the inner layers (V and VI) were not involved by strong HRP reaction immediately surrounding the needle track (Fig.  4a, b) .
Contralaterally, in both examples, the distribution of labeled neurons was limited to the upper half of the LS, and layer III contained most of the labeled neurons (91-99%) with very few such cells in other layers (Fig. 5C ). It seems noteworthy that heterotopical areas 17, 18 and 19 were free from labeling, and this corresponds well with sparse degeneration in the upper part of the LS, particularly, at the levels indicated in Figure 4 , after the lesion affecting the lateral gyrus on the opposite side (SHOUMURA, 1972; SANIDES, 1978) . LUND et al. (1975) noted that the area where HRP is taken up for axonal transport does not correspond to the whole brown area around the injection site but is localized in the area immediately surrounding the injection. With this respect in mind, it is presumed that in 7810 and 7908 the enzyme was taken up largely by axons entering the outer layers of the LS, and that the small number of labeled neurons in the lower layers is due to the small number of com- Note that the area of strong HRP reaction immediately surrounding the needle track is largely limited to the superficial layers of the cortex. a missural fibers which originate from inner layers to terminate, after crossing the midline, in the outer layers of the LS on the opposite side.
Differences in the size distribution of neurons of layer III between commissural
and acommissural regions of the visual cortex The size distribution of neurons of layer III in the commissural area 17/18 boundary and deep part of the lateral suprasylvian area (dLS) and in the acommissural area Figure 6A . First of all, it is noted that area 17 sp has the greatest cell density and the mean of cell sizes of area 17 sp is the smallest of the three cortical regions. In each cortical region, the distribution of cell sizes is unimodal and markedly skewed towards the larger values of the variate. In each region of the cortex, neurons with cell areas smaller than 170 In each example, about 50% of the labeled neurons fall into a relatively narrow these size ranges, which correspond in Da to the slope between the peak and the plain extending towards the larger values. This part of Da, in turn, roughly corresponds to that part of the graph in Figure 6 where the number of cells in the acommissural region falls rapidly and becomes smaller than that in the commissural region. Although a comparison of cell sizes between cells stained by different procedures must be made with caution, the fact that there are no great gaps in means and S.D.'s between Da and neurons of areas 17/18 and dLS indicated in Figure 6A enabled us to make the above comparison (compare means and S.D.'s in Table 1 decline gradually, and 34.2-47.1% of labeled neurons fall in this size range. By conlabeled neurons are distributed in this size range), and the number is very small at the value where Da is at its highest frequency.
In two examples which received injections into area 19 (7902) and the LS (7811), the size distribution of labeled neurons in layer III of areas 17 and 18 (heterotopical to the injection sites) is shown in two histograms (Fig. 6B) . Comparing the size distribution of labeled neurons of layer III in areas 17 and 18 which appeared after homo-topical injections (7803 and 7813) with that of cells labeled after heterotopical injections (7902 and 7811), it is noted that the means and S.D.'s of the latter examples are larger than those of the former ones, furthermore, the former examples lack small cells were labeled either after homotopical or heterotopical injections. that the boundary between areas 17 and 18, the lateral part of area 19 and the LS are all reciprocally connected with these cortical regions on the other hemisphere by commissural fiber systems including both homotopical and heterotopical elements. It was invariably noted that the major element of the commissural fiber system is homotopical and neurons giving rise to commissural fibers directed to the heterotopical regions are substantially smaller in number.
In the upper half of the LS, particularly at the middle of the middle suprasylvian sulcus, commissural projections are largely homotopical with a very sparse heterotopical of layer III in the examples illustrated in Figure 6B N: number of cells, M: mean, S. D.: standard deviation.
element. MACIEWICZ (1974) injected HRP along the lateral wall of the middle suprasylvian gyrus to study the distribution of labeled neurons in the contralateral cerebral cortex, where such cells were identified preferentially in layer III of the upper half of the LS with only occasional cells of retrograde labeling in area 18. These observations, judging from the present results, might stem from the fact that the HRP injection was largely confined to the upper half of the LS; furthermore, the enzyme was taken up mostly by fibers entering the superficial layers of the cortex.
Comparing the results from four examples (7808, 7811, 7810 and 7903) which received injections into the LS, it is presumed that commissural fibers emanating from the superficial layers end in the superficial layers of the cortex on the other side while most of fibers from the deeper layers end in the deeper cortical layers in the other hemisphere.
GRAFSTEIN (1959) also came to the same conclusion in physiological studies on commissural connections of cat's suprasylvian gyrus. This view has its parallel in the rat's cerebral cortex, where JACOBSON and TROJANOWSKI (1974) noted that injections restricted to the supragranular layers resulted in labeled cells only in these layers of the contralateral cerebral cortex.
Quantitative data on the laminar distribution of commissural-projecting neurons of cat's visual cortex have been provided only in one previous study (SHOUMURA, 1979 ) and the present one. SHATZ (1977), and SANIDES and DONATE-OLIVER (1978) noted that there is some regional difference in the laminar distribution of commissural projecting neurons after HRP injections into the area 17/18 boundary or a large injection extending from the lateral gyrus to the bottom of the splenial gyrus, and this was confirmed in this study.
The quantitative data indicate that the contribution of layer III to commissural projections is, except in the case of the LS in 7913, greatest in each commissural region of the visual cortex (Fig. 5) as described in the previous study (SHOUMURA, 1979) . However, the contribution of other layers, particularly the deeper layers, exhibit considerable regional differences.
In the area 17/ 18 border region, a significant population of labeled neurons was identified in the upper layer IV. Labeling of neurons in the deeper layers increased in area 19 and further in the LS, and the contribution of layers V and VI of the LS exceeded that of layer IV.
A gap between the present results and those of other workers is that according to the findings of SHATZ (1977) , the majority of labeled cells in LS was located in layers V and VI. In the present experiments, there is an example (7913, LS) in which the number of labeled cells in layer VI exceeded that of layer III, while in other examples layer III of the LS invariably contained the largest population of such cells. Therefore, at present it can only be inferred that the contribution of layer VI is greater in the LS than in other regions of the visual cortex. In addition, Figure 6 of SANIDES and DONATE-OLIVER (1978) indicates that labeled cells of the LS were distributed bilaminarly in layers III and VI with an approximately equal number of such cells in each layer.
Lastly, the present data provide additional findings that there are close parallels between the laminar distribution of neurons labeled after injections in the homotopical region and that of labeled neurons which appeared after injections in the heterotopical regions of the cerebral cortex on the opposite side.
2. Size distribution of commissural projecting neurons of layer III in the cat's visual cortex The present study provides quantitative data indicating that there is a distinct difference in the size distribution of neurons of layer III between acommissural and commissural regions of the visual cortex; the commissural area 17/18 boundary and deep parts of the LS are characterized by an increased number of medium-sized and large neurons in layer III, while acommissural area 17 on the splenial gyrus exhibits a layer filled with densely packed small cells.
Results from HRP studies demonstrated that about 50% of the commissuralprojecting neurons of layer III fall into the narrow size range where two categories of neurons of the layer, i.e. small and medium-sized to large adjoin. The larger population of the rest are distributed in the larger size range (medium-sized and large).
These findings partly support the idea presented in a previous study (SHOUMURA, 1974) in that large and medium-sized neurons of layer III make a significant contribution to commissural projections.
However, quantitative analysis revealed that the cell sizes of the major population of commissural projecting neurons of layer III are slightly shifted towards smaller values than the previous study (SHOUMURA, 1974) has suggested.
Moreover, the results showed that although the neurons are very small in number, those of the smallest size in layer III can also issue commissural fibers. It seems noteworthy that there is a certain difference in the manner of labeling between the smaller and larger (medium-sized and large) cell groups. The latter group of cells was labeled after injections into either the homotopical or the heterotopical region of the cerebral cortex on the other side, therefore, they may supply commissural fibers directed to the homotopical region, the heterotopical region or to both, whereas commissural fibers from samll neurons appear mostly homotopical. SANIDES and DONATE-OLIVER (1978) noted, in partial agreement with the present data, that HRP-labeled neurons of layer III in the area 17/18 boundary and the LS were large to medium-sized after HRP injections in the visual cortex on the other side. The observations of JACOBSON and TROJANOWSKI (1974) seem more comparable to the present data. They described that HRP-labeled commissural projecting neurons (in frontal eye fields, anterior part of middle suprasylvian and dorsal part of posterior ectosylvian gyri of the cat) ranged in size from small to large with most falling into the medium-size category.
Recently, CAMININI, INNOCENTI and MANZONI (1979), and INNOCENTI and CAMINITI (1980) provided quantitative data on the size distribution of commissural projecting neurons in the cat's somatic sensory cortex and the area 17/18 boundary which supported those obtained in this study.
3. Species differences in spatial and size distribution of commissural projecting neurons The species differences in the laminar and size distribution of commissural-projecting neurons are considerable.
In rodents (mice: YORKE and CAVINESS, 1975; rats: JACOBSON and TROJANOWSKI, 1974; WISE, 1975; WISE and JONES, 1976; hamsters: DURSTELER, BLAKEMORE and GAREY, 1979; rabbits: SWADLOW, WEYAND and WAXMAN, 1978), commissural-projecting neurons are distributed throughout all cortical layers, but predominantly in layers III and V; even cells in layer I have been found to give rise to commissural fibers (JACOBSON and TROJANOWSKI, 1974; YORKE and CAVINESS, 1975) . In these animals, the contribution of layer V to the commissural fiber system seems greater than in cats. Furthermore, the size specificity of commissural-projecting neurons of the rodents cerebral cortex is less apparent than in cats and monkeys, but there is some trend of size distribution comparable to that in cats.
It has been demonstrated in monkeys that the cells of origin of commissural fibers are confined to one or two layers and to a narrow size range; such cells in the visual (WONG-RILEY, 1974; LUND et al., 1975; WINFIELD, GATTER and POWELL, 1975) and somatosensory (JONES and WISE, 1977) cortices are all large to medium-sized pyramids in the lower layer III, while some neurons of layer V have been found to supply commissural fibers in the frontal cortex (JACOBSON and TROJANOWSKI, 1974) . Similar results have been obtained by studing Nissl preparations of the monkey's visual cortex (the region of area 18 just adjacent to striate cortex) after a large lesion of the occipital cortex on the other side or section of the corpus callosum (GLICKSTEIN and WHITTERIDGE, 1976) and of the visual cortex of human brains congenitally lacking the corpus callosum (SHOUMURA, ANDO and KATO, 1975) . From these, it can be said that commissural-projecting neurons become more specialized in terms of laminar and size distribution as phylogenetic development increases.
The present study together with previous degeneration studies (WILSON, 1968; HEATH and JONES, 1970; SHOUMURA and ITOH, 1972; SHOUMURA, 1972; SHOUMURA, 1974) has established that the commissural regions of the cat's visual cortex on either hemisphere are all reciprocally linked by both homotopical and heterotopical elements of commissural fiber system.
In rats, JACOBSON and TROJANOWSKI (1974) found labeled neurons only in the cortical region homotopical to contralateral injections, while WISE and JONES (1976) noted heterotopical commissural projections in the somatic sensory cortex of rats. Commissural projecting neurons have been identified exclusively in the homotopical cortex in mice (YORKE and CAVINESS, 1975) , hamsters (DURSTELER, BLAKEMORE and GAREY, 1979) and rabbits (TOWNS, GIOLLI and HASTE, 1977; SWADLOW, WEYAND and WAXMAN, 1978) , By conorast, in morkey's somatosensory (JONES and POWELL, 1969; JONES, COULTER and WISE, 1979) , motor (JENNY, 1979) and visual (ZEKI, 1971) cortices, both homotopical and heterotopical elements of the commissural fiber system have been well documented.
Columnar segregation of commissural terminals and commissural-projecting neurons have been beautifully demonstrated in the somatosensory (JONES, BURTON and PORTER, 1975; JONES and WISE, 1977; JONES, COULTER and WISE, 1979) , motor (JENNY, 1979; GOLDMAN and NAUTA, 1977) and frontal association GOLDMAN and NAUTA, 1977) cortices, where they were arranged in bands separated from their neighbors by clear gaps. A parallel pattern has been observed also in rat's somatosensory cortex (WISE and JONES, 1976) .
However, in the cat's visual and auditory cortices, commissural neurons and terminals appeared only in clusters of irregular shape and distribution with no clear gap between them (IMIG and BRUGGE, 1978; INNOCENTI and FIORE, 1976; SANIDES and DONATE-OLIVER, 1978 ; present study).
